Bottle cooler & freezer counter top
Compact top loader for bottles
Perfect for counter top or surface-mounting
For chilling or freezing
Ideal for quick service

Gamko bottle coolers & freezers
inset & surface-mounted counter top

Gamko manufactures and supplies convenient
coolers and freezers suitable for counter top or
surface-mounting. These compact top loaders for
bottles, also referred to as counter top coolers/freezers, are
plug-ready and ideal for serving chilled wine, liqueur or
vodka by the glass, at a constant temperature. The cooler
provides a good view of the bottles from above. As a
result you can conveniently and quickly see what you are
looking for to ensure smooth service behind the bar. In
addition, a bottle cooler built into the counter top is a real
eye-catcher, and when you combine it with the correct
glasses, you give the bar a professional image.
Gamko manufactures the bottle cooler & freezer counter
top in four variants: for a maximum of ten or twelve 1-litre
bottles as a freezer or cooler. The VK/10 model is suitable
for inset and surface-mounting and has a capacity of up
to a maximum of ten 1-litre bottles. The VK/12 model has
been specially designed for inset and has a capacity of
up to a maximum of twelve 1-litre bottles. The interior of
both types is made of high-grade stainless steel (AISI 304).
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General characteristics

Bottle cooler & freezer counter top
Plug ready (no separate condensing unit required)
For chilling or freezing
Cooling capacity 156W *
Power consumption 175W*
Interior made of high-grade stainless AISI 304
Ideal for inset and surface-mounting
Temperature coolers: +4° C / +8° C
Adjustable temperature range coolers
from 0° C to +15° C
Temperature freezers: -4° C / -8° C
Adjustable temperature range freezers
from 0° C to -15° C
VK12R

Bottle cooler counter top
suitable for inset
VK12F

Bottle freezer counter top
suitable for inset

VK/10

Bottle cooler counter top suitable for inset and
surface-mounting (fitted with rubber feet)
VK10F

Bottle freezer counter top suitable for inset and
surface-mounting (fitted with rubber feet)

MODEL
FITTING
TEMPERATURE
EXTERIOR FINISH
INTERIOR FINISH
CAPACITY DIMENSIONS
							 W x D x H EXTERNAL

VK/10
VK10F
VK12R
VK12F

Inset** & surface-mounted
Inset** & surface-mounted
Inset**
Inset**

Cooling +4˚C /+8˚C
Freezing -8˚C /-12˚C
Cooling +4˚C /+8˚C
Freezing -8˚C /-12˚C

* Conditions: Te = - 5˚C | Tc = + 45˚C | ambient temperature = + 25˚C

Chromium steel (AISI 430)
Chromium steel (AISI 430)
Stainless steel (AISI 304) & Aluzinc
Stainless steel (AISI 304) & Aluzinc

Stainless steel (AISI 304)
Stainless steel (AISI 304)
Stainless steel (AISI 304)
Stainless steel (AISI 304)

10 x 1 litre
10 x 1 litre
12 x 1 litre
12 x 1 litre

510 x 423 x 253mm
510 x 423 x 253mm
501 x 373 x 490mm
501 x 373 x 490mm

DIMENSIONS
W x D x H INTERNAL

DIMENSIONS
FOR INSET W x D

450 x 200 x 202mm
450 x 200 x 202mm
350 x 265 x 230mm
350 x 265 x 230mm

499 x 412mm
499 x 412mm
478 x 350mm
478 x 350mm

** Provide adequate ventilation for heat extraction
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